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Odzijewicz I has sho....'ll that any mechanical system can be described by a
t.riple (M, M, K.: M .... CP (M)) , where M is a differentiable manifold, M is a comp lex Hilbert space and K. is a symplectic embedding (in the sense that the pull-back
.K:,*WFS of the Fubini-Study form WFS on CP(M) is nondegenerate). According
t o Odzijewicz,l the symplectic manifold (M,K.*wps) is interpreted as the classical
I=>hase space of the system. The sympll'ctic manifold (CP(M),WFS) is the space
<>f pure quantum states of the system and the state:· in K.(M) are interpret d as
c:oherent states. Assum.ing that the systl'l11 is in an equilibrium state we can express the action functional, the transition amplitude between coherent states, the
S chrodinger equation propagator and other characteristics of the system in terms
e>:f the mapping K.. I, 2
This paper presents the results of applying this formalism to the case of the
I:.""egularized Kepler problem (regularized hydrogen atom). Details and proofs are
contained in another paper. 3
As a phase space we choose, following Rawnsley,4 the complex manifold
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Si.nce C 3 is the zero level set of a nondegenerate quadratic form in C 4 \ {O}, it
:<>llows 5 that its image under the natural projection onto CP(3) is isomorphic to
CP(l) x CP(l ). Thus C 3 is a C· bundle over CP(l) x CP(l). Let Fk ,l d~r
k

I

~T";(®

E) ®p'·z(® E), where pI·i denotl's the projection of CP(l) x CP(l ) onto the
: th factor, E -+ CP(l) is thl' universal bundle and k, I E Z . It is easy to see that
C3 ~

FI ,I \

{zero section}.

The Hilbert space M will be constructed as the space of square integrable
-vvith respect to the Liouville measure) holomorphic sections of some line bundle
:.-ver C 3 . To do this let us consider a family of line bt1l1dles Ek,l ~f 1T· (F k,I), where
r : C 3 .... CP(l) x CP(l).
The natural action of the group SU(2) on the universal bundle E -+ CP(l)
l1<iuCes an action of SU(2) x SU(2 ) on the bundles Fk ,l and Ek,l ; in particular we
• bta.in an action of this group on C 3 .

